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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
The 'COMMERCIO' has always been a pride of the PG
Department of Commerce & Research , where the acumen
of our students has been exposed. The entire credit goes to
the students whose day-night effort has made the
newsletter a reality.
The newsletter has always abetted to enlarge knowledge in the
field of commerce . Through the newsletter, we were able to
explore the unexplored . Efforts were made by students to bring
out the newsletter despite their hectic online class schedules and
amidst the pandemic . It has always been learning simply and
interestingly .
Get Entertained by Learning
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Chief Editor
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TRAILS

Business Track is the official fest of the Commerce
Department which we have been conducting since many
years. We were always really excited to bring new
elements in to it and we also went successful on the
same every year.
Business Track 2020 has come out as the product of
several uncertainities. As the Covid 19 pandemic has
obstructed the regular classes, it apparently created a
situation where we doubted whether we would be able
to conduct Business Track this year with as much
perfection as the previous years. Yet, finally we could
transform our eagerness to the successful
implementation of Business Track 2020, officially named
as 'Revelation'. BT 2020 conducted for the first time as
a National Level Intercollegiate Management Fest. It was
an event consisted of seven sub events such as
Average Joe, Laconic, Paradigm, Trial Balloon, Tripod,
Spirit Shakers and Vogue Cabana. Average Joe and Trail
Balloon were comic and tagline creation contests where
we expected the participants to create a perfect
comic and tagline based on a specific theme given.
Laconic was to prepare a newsletter on the impact of
Covid 19 pandemic on the commercial sector. Paradigm
was about introducing a new product or project
proposal and always a cuisine of the Business Track.
Tripod was a fresh contest introduced in BT with the
intention to stimulate the photographic talents of the
participants along with the elements of product
modelling or designing. Vogue Cabana was another one
introduced to identify the best brain in creating
promotion videos. The final one, Spirit Shakers was a
solo dance competition. Among these, Vogue Cabana and
Spirit Shakers were sponserd events by IPSR Solutions
Ltd and Reborn Beauty Saloon. The whole event from
its inauguration to the valedictory function was
conducted online and thus helped to reach different
corners of the country. The registration for each
event were started on 13 September and the entries
were collected from 16 September to 21 September.We
have got about 300 participants in total and it included
about 50 from other states which can be considered
as the great success for the team effort we have
given from the very first minute we decided to conduct
BT even through the constraints of Covid 19.

"I am extremely happy & proud to be a part of Business Track
2020, - All India management fest, conducted by PG
Department of Commerce &Research of Vimala College
(Autonomous), Thrissur. The event which was completely
conducted through online platforms has helped me a lot to learn
many new things and it was such a nice experience for me to
work with an energetic group of my friends,juniors and
teachers. Being a student coordinator of one of the
competitions conducted,I was very happy &excited to see the
moment at which all our efforts bore fruits of success.The
contestants as well as juries were also very cooperative with us.
Hope the Business Track would be more colourful & vigorous
in coming years and best of luck for the same."

PRAVEENA
"everything went well, excellent coordination, all
updates were given at the right time so that we could do
everything properly.. overall it was adipoli"

VRINDHA
"Program was coordinated well
...communication problems among
participants were said and solved overall
everything went smoothly"

SAHALA ALI

"Overall it was good"

AISHWARYA R

"The overall performance of this
programme was really good and the
coordinators worked their best for
the success completion . And it
finished really with good results"'

SHILPA S MENON

"FEED BACK FROM OUR FELLOWS"

It was a moment of immense
contentment and satisfaction,
we seven lived through on 22nd
September, 4.10pm...the finale
of Business Track 2020...We
had a great time with
Smt.Elavarashi Jayakanth, the
lady entreprenuer who we
considered as the most apted
guest for our event.At this
juncture we recall our very
first google meet (since
everything eventually got
virtualized after the pandemic,
our meetings were also not
different) kickstarting our
discussions on the event. Each
dawn was an opportunity for
us to improvise and carve our
aims , but the saddest thing
every dusk gifted was the
scarcity of participants, Fate..
luck... or hard work ,towards
the end we closed the
registration with about 300
participants in total and it
included about 50 from other
states (12.00am, 19th of
September-We take that very
moment for the team effort we
have given from the very first
minute we conceived the
thought to conduct BT even
through the constraints of
Covid 19)....4.20pm, 22nd
September, we 7 assembled for
another virtual meet... May be
a wrap up with 7 overwhelmed
happy faces, overwhelmed of
joy, triumph and an emotion of
bonding. A thought made into
reality from that instance of "
Will it happen? " To "Yes, we
did it".

WINNERS
VOGUE CABANA
FIRST PRIZE -ANN MARY WILSON
SECOND PRIZE - KK ATHULKRISHNA
LACONIC
FIRST PRIZE - APARNA RAJESH
SECOND PRIZE - STEPHY BABY, AKHILA JOSHY,
ATHIRA JOSHY, ANUPAMA BABURAJ
PRODUCT LAUNCH
FIRST PRIZE - AMAL SHIBU, AJEEB PA,ANN ROSE JENSON, A KRISHNAPRASAD, AISWARYA K
SECOND PRIZE - LAKSHMI CG
TRIAL BALLOON
FIRST PRIZE - MERIN ELIZABETH SCARIA
ELBOW ROOM
FIRST PRIZE - NISHA ALSHAM A
SECOND PRIZE - NAVIN N NINA
AVERAGE JOE
FIRST PRIZE - MILNA C FRANCIS
SPIRIT SHAKERS
FIRST PRIZE - DEEPTHY BABU
SECOND PRIZE - SHIDHUN NS
TRIPOD
FIRST PRIZE - SREEJITH N
SECOND PRIZE - NANDAGOPAN S
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Sojan Joseph(Asst.Professor)
Zinzya Johns
Silpa S
Paradigm
Nisha Leela Jose(Asst.Professor)
Sreelakshmy R
Annmary S Ovungal

Trial Balloon
Jins George
(Asst.Professor)
Praveena P
Gopika N Kartha
Laconic

Spirit Shakers

Dr.Salini K
(Asst.Professor)
Dhaya KM
Fathimathu Fidha S

Reshma Ravindran
(Asst.Professor on Contract)
Sahla Ali
Jeslin Joseph
Vogue Cabana

Jilu Vargheese(Asst.Professor)
Beny Paul E(Asst.Professor on Contract)
Aiswarya R
Ansila P A

PICTURE WALL

FELICITATION
Business
Track
2020
was
successfully
completed
with
strength provided by all faculties
and students of Department of
Commerce.At this juncture we
would like to thank our HOD Dr
Rose V.J for the unconditional
support she gave for the whole
team.Ma'am always accompanied
us
with
suggestions
and
acknowledgements that guided us
through the right trail. Heartfelt
gratitude ma'am for supporting us
from the beginning till the end and
still.
- Team BT 2020

FELICITATION
We are grateful to all of them who accompained us
through the whole event. It is the trust you had up on us
enabled us to successfully complete BUSINESS TRACK
2020.
Thankyou to the supreme source for supporting us with
those invisible hands that each stumble became the beauty
of the event .
Lastly Thankyou readers for sharing your quality time
for this piece of hardwork.

- team BT2020

